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I began my career as a social influence and attitude change researcher 
after working with Bibb Latané in graduate school. Later I moved into 
studying prejudice and political psychology. After several years working 
with the IRB (as member and then Chair) and later becoming Associate Director of the Center 
for Academic Ethics, I began several studies on research ethics, including best practices for 
presenting consent forms and predictors of scientists’ engagement in questionable research 
practices. I am also Graduate Coordinator for our MA program with emphases in clinical science 
and social psychology. All of my research involves student co-authors, and it’s their successes 
that I’m most proud of.  
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Involvement in MPA: I’ve presented at MPA every year since 1994, my second year in graduate 
school and the year I joined. I’ve brought 2-3 vanloads of presenting undergraduate and MA 
students for each of the last 22 years. I’ve coauthored over 150 presentations at MPA, given an 
invited talk, was on the program committee for three years, and served as MPA Program 
Moderator in 2016-7. Three years ago I was honored to chosen as a MPA Fellow 
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